
This session will provide an introduction to how data integrity is achieved 
within DB2 for z/OS by a variety of methods including Locks and Latches. 
Once you understand how this works we will describe how you can use this 
knowledge to improve performance and data availability in your applications 
while maintaining data integrity.

While being an important topic for all users of DB2, the session is primarily 
aimed at Application Developers and others who may not have been exposed 
to the detailed internals of DB2 operations. The intention is to explain how 
Locking works in simple terms and describe how you can exploit this without 
confusing you with all the gory details of the internals.

Steve is an Engineering Services Architect at CA Technologies and a member 
of the R&D team. In this role he ensures customers get the most out of their 
investment in CA tools and advises on future strategy and direction. Steve has 
been a DB2 Specialist for over 25 years, an IBM Champion for Analytics since 
2009 and is a regular speaker at User Groups and Conferences around the 
world. He is a long standing member of the Conference Planning Committee 
for IDUG EMEA and was honoured to serve as Chairman for the 
2015 Conference in Dublin.
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A single Read only Package Bound with Repeatable Read and few or no 
Commits could potentially destroy availability at the best managed site, 
particularly when data sharing is being used, so application developers need to 
be very aware of how DB2 manages locks. It’s not just a topic for DBAs or 
those Monitoring system Performance.
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In the early years of DB2 the exceptional circumstances mentioned in the slide 
were sometimes Batch jobs. Online systems were often shut down overnight so 
a LOCK TABLE statement was likely to save resources and was more viable. 
However, that’s no longer the case where an expectation of 24x7 availability is 
more the norm than the exception. Batch windows are a thing of the past at 
many if not most sites today.
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Data Sharing is discussed later in the session
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A Tablespace can use Page or Row locks but not both which is why they are at 
the same level. LOB locks are also at this level and will be covered later in the 
session.

It’s worth being aware that Row locks are used for Implicit Tablespaces as this 
is not well known. This may be what you intended but often isn’t so if you are 
using Implicit Tablespaces to save some DBA work it may be worth re-
evaluating that decision.
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Note that Partitioned objects, including UTS (both PBG and PBR) lock at the 
Partition level, rather than at the complete Tablespace. If LOCKSIZE 
TABLSPACE is used or LOCK TABLE without a PART clause then all 
Partitions are locked individually.
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The default for NULKTS changed from 1,000 in DB2 10 so be aware of this if 
you’re still using DB2 9 or earlier.
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You generally don’t need to worry as much about LOB locks as enhancements 
to DB2 over several releases have virtually eliminated these except when 
LOBs are updated, but they do count. See later for a discussion on LOB locks.
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In relation to the final point, consider two Applications who both Select the 
same row (or a row from the same Page when using Page locks) using FETCH 
FOR UPDATE. If U-locks didn’t exist both applications would obtain an S-
lock which are compatible so they can co-exist. Now you would be in a classic 
deadlock situation with neither program able to Update the row and COMMIT. 
The only way out would be for one to abort or be cancelled. We’ll discuss 
Deadlocks again later.
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SIX locks can be confusing. One method of getting one is to issue a LOCK 
TABLE IN SHARE MODE when you already have an IX lock on the object 
due to a previous data modification DML statement.
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In the question posed on the previous slide, if an X-lock had been placed on a 
Page or Row by an application there would also be an IX Intent lock on the 
Tablespace, Table or Partition depending on what type of object was being 
used. Now any LOCK TABLE it would need to wait as the IX lock is 
incompatible with either an S or X lock. If the Intent locks didn’t exist DB2 
would need to check every row or page of the object for outstanding locks 
which would be very inefficient.
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The actual Maximum wait time is always at least IRLMRWT but timeouts are 
detected by a deadlock detection cycle which runs periodically based on 
another DSNZPARM, DEADLOCK. 
• For non-data sharing environments the maximum wait time is IRLMRWT + 

DEADLOCK, and the average IRLMRWT + (DEADLOCK/2). 
• For Data Sharing environments the maximum is IRLMRWT + (4 * 

DEADLOCK), and the average is IRLMRWT + (2 * DEADLOCK). 
DEADLOCK defaults to 1 second, so the real wait time is usually fairly close 
to IRLMRWT.
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There are many ways to get a deadlock and not all can be avoided. But the 
example on this slide is by far the most common and is completely avoidable. 
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If a Tablespace, Table or Partition was locked with an Intent Lock which was 
upgraded to a Gross lock due to Lock Escalation, but a lock on the object 
needs to be retained to maintain Cursor Position when WITH HOLD has been 
used then the Gross Lock is reduced back to an Intent lock again. It may of 
course get escalated again if the application continues to update a lot of rows 
without sufficient COMMITs.  
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This slide is here more as a reminder than anything because this is a more 
Advanced topic. Changes made in DB2 11 NFM make the using 
RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) more practical. It doesn’t change the way locking 
behaves at a basic level so I am going to leave this discussion for more 
advanced sessions. But talk to your DBAs and Systems Programmers!
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The difference between RR and RS is subtle but with RR if you re-process a 
cursor without a COMMIT you are guaranteed to get the same result. With RS 
other applications can insert data or even update rows that didn’t satisfy your 
WHERE clause but which DB2 has touched, so you will get at least the same 
data but potentially more if you re-process a cursor within the same UOW.
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XML and LOB locks may still be used even with ISOLATION(UR) as these 
are used to guarantee the integrity of these specific data types. See later for 
details

There is also another option available for compliance with Database Standards 
which is NC or No Commit. DB2 for z/OS does not support this, so if 
specified for a DB2 for z/OS database transaction ISOLATION UR is used
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There is one instance documented in the Manuals where 
CURRENTDATA(NO) is not recommended. If you dynamically Prepare and 
Execute a DELETE WHERE CURRENT OF against an Ambiguous Cursor 
you may receive a negative SQLCODE if Block Fetch or Query Parallelism is 
being used or if the Row has been modified by this or another process. 

We discuss Optimistic Locking later.
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Please take note of the warning on slide 17 – these options for more for 
advanced users. If you want to take advantage make sure you understand the 
restrictions and ramifications of what you’re doing. You won’t corrupt DB2 
data integrity as that’s protected but you may well not get the results you think 
you’re getting. Most of these options give you either incomplete or out of date 
data, and may include data that is subsequently rolled back and so in some 
senses never actually existed. 
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Gross level LOB Tablespace locks can save DB2 having to take any LOB 
locks but are naturally going to be more restrictive for other applications. 

Internally DB2 stores the LRSN of any released pages due to DELETE, along 
with the lowest LRSN of a URID using the LOB, to determine when space can 
be re-used safely. The reason for this is that LOB Tablespaces are often 
defined LOG NO but DB2 still needs to be able to restore the object back if an 
Application fails, so the space has to be retained until there is no chance it will 
be required.

One other Internal related point is that in Data Sharing any changes to LOB 
Tablespaces are flushed to the GBP before the data is Unlocked.
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Another internal resource called a Drain lock ensures that two processes 
cannot issue a Drain at the same time
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